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From: Howard Brown - NOAA Federal <howard.brown@noaa.gov>


Sent: Sunday, May 19, 2019 7:12 PM


To: Maria Rea - NOAA Federal


Cc: Barry Thom


Subject: Re: ROC Draft talking points for Monday


Here is an update list of talking points along with a running list of action items (both internal and external)


consolidated from various meeting notes over the past week. I will calendar us to meet in Maria's office before


the 10 meeting starts


Howard


On Sun, May 19, 2019 at 1:22 PM Maria Rea - NOAA Federal <maria.rea@noaa.gov> wrote:


Thanks, Howard. These look good. I am hoping we can have a bit of a pre-meeting, depending when Barry


arrives.


It would be good to have consolidated notes on:


- pieces we still feel we need in consultation that are not/may not be addressed by performance objective


solutions (Shasta and Delta). For example, do we still want to mention HORB, and April May as pieces that


we may need to come back to? Other mitigation? Still issues on Clear Creek that need to be resolved?


- things that Reclamation has said they will get to us; I know there are quite a few pieces, including side


analysis of fall flows, CVPIA spending patterns and list of types of projects, and process for annual meeting,


etc.,These are multiple places in notes, but not necessarily consolidated.


Also, I am wondering whether we can really afford to take both of the two weeks on their comments. I think


we should definitely spend the first week, but given how far behind we are and that this is our only extension,


we may need to push back on the idea that there are two full weeks of meetings, and take the second week to


write/internal process.


- M


Sent from my iPad


On May 19, 2019, at 12:44 PM, Howard Brown - NOAA Federal <howard.brown@noaa.gov> wrote:


Barry and Maria,


Here are some draft talking points to help us kick off the meeting tomorrow. Please let me


know what you think and I can make adjustments anytime this afternoon or Monday morning


before the meeting.


Howard


--
Howard L. Brown


Policy Advisor

NOAA Fisheries, West Coast Region

U.S. Department of Commerce


(916) 930-3608
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